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MasterCPE.com is offering state specific CPE courses at affordable rates. CPAs looking for
California CPE will find the website a great resource for completing your CPE CREDITS because
MasterCPE.com's CPE courses for CPAs are accepted by California Board of Accountancy.
According to the board regulations, CPAs need to complete a minimum of 80 hours of CPE during
the two-year period licensing period. Other requirements that the CPA complete a minimum of 20
hours of continuing education each year, and a minimum of 12 hours in technical subjects will be
due each year.

The California Board of Accountancy has other requirements as well.  To complete California CPE
for CPAs, CPAs will also need to complete four hours of ethics courses. For California, the minimum
score on the ethics course must be at least 90 percent. In addition, the state boards require that
CPAs complete a special two hour regulatory review course once every 6 years. There are also
governmental CPE requirements and fraud course requirements for CPAs actively involved in
accounting and auditing. Finally, the state board also has minimal requirements for technical
courses, such as taxation, accounting and auditing.

MasterCPE.com is one of the best providers of online CPE in the industry. There are hundreds of
courses available for CPAs.  The courses offered in the website are cost effective and can save a
lot of time. The site includes unlimited subscriptions, which allow the CPA to take as many courses
as they like over a 12-month period. MasterCPE.com is a convenient option available to complete
CPE for CPAs. Instant access and grading are also a few benefits available. MasterCPE is
approved for CPE by in most states of US and the website also has received board approval for
many of the states requiring state approval.  

Donâ€™t worry about the course material â€“ read it when you can, where you can. The course materials
are available on downloadable PDF versions. CPAs can access the material from anywhere by
simply logging into his/her account from any computer.  MasterCPE.com also offers a 90-day
money back guarantee.  If you are not completely satisfied with the courses, you can contact the
customer care and they will refund your money.

To know more about the website and to buy subscriptions please visit www.mastercpe.com. The
easy-to-use website will answer all your CPE related questions.  Completing your CPA CPE has
never been easier.
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